Superior one-piece pools
For indoor and outdoor use

bakewellpools.co.uk

About us
Bakewell Pools is a leading supplier of one-piece swimming pools. We
are a family business and have specialised in the supply of fibreglass
and ceramic swimming pools for over 25 years.
About 15 years ago Bakewell Pools moved from pool installing to
supply only and since that time has delivered well over five hundred
fibreglass pools to the UK, mainland Europe and Channel Islands for
self and builder installation. This background gives us an excellent
knowledge base to help our customers with their own installation. We
regularly liaise with customer’s builders, plumbers and electricians
to offer advice or reassurance prior to and during the installation
process. This is all part of the service we offer.

Why fibreglass?
One-piece fibreglass swimming pools are now firmly established
within the UK swimming pool industry and it’s not difficult to see why.
Installation can be carried out by your builder and can be completed
within a fraction of the time and cost of a concrete or liner pool and
with much less disruption. The light, skimmer and inlets/outlets are all
factory fitted during manufacture which saves you considerable time.
Our fibreglass pools are a one-piece reinforced construction with
options for internal corner steps and benches, roman ends and
chambers for automatic covers. Being one-piece you don’t have to
worry about the sharp edges you quite often get on a liner pool with
a bolted-on roman end. Of course, you also have no joins or seams
that can leak or encourage bacteria build up.
A new range of ceramic pools that incorporate a fibreglass shell along
with layering of 3-dimentional gelcoat to provide a sparkling and
luxurious finish are now available.
Current Building Regulations require indoor pools to be insulated. We
offer a factory sprayed insulation service to help you conform to Part
L of these regulations to save you having to do this on site.
Our fibreglass swimming pools can be installed indoors or outdoors.
They generally sit in-ground, but can be situated above ground
or part in-ground if adequate support is provided. This is often a
requirement within a heavily sloped garden.
Fibreglass pools are perfect for long term everyday use. Gone are the
worries about tearing or wrinkling the liner or mosaic tiles popping
off. Our pools include a 10-year manufacturer’s warranty although in
reality these pools are for life.

Things to consider
Where will you locate your pool? Have a thought for drainage, sun
position and wind direction, underground pipes and cables, and
overhanging trees and foliage. Your plant room need only be a
garden DIY shed and the nearer to the pool the less pipework and
trench digging will be required.
Most outdoor pools do not require planning permission unless you
are within a conservation area so this should be checked during the
early stages of planning your project.
What is your access like? One-piece pools arrive on an articulated
lorry. You may need to arrange on-site lifting equipment for the pool
to access its final destination.
If your pool is an indoor pool, you’ll need to plan ahead to get the
pool in place prior to completing walls and/or roof.
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How a pool works
To keep a clean and clear pool, the water must pass through a filtration process. Water is drawn from the
low suction grills and the waterline skimmer by the circulating pump and taken into the plantroom to be
filtered and cleaned. The water is pushed down through a bed of media filter trapping any debris. The
water is then returned to the pool via the inlets positioned at the opposite end of the pool. The filtration
equipment is included with each pool we provide.
During the circulation procedure, the water can pass through a heating appliance; this may be a boiler or
heat pump controlled by a thermostat. It is also advisable to incorporate your disinfection equipment in the
circulation loop. We recommend the use of a chemical feeder and a UV lamp to purify and sanitise before
returning the water to the pool.
The circulation process can be controlled by a time switch in the plant room to reduce the amount
of manual intervention required. Every week or so the filter will need cleaning via a process called
backwashing. This discards the debris trapped in the filter media out to waste. Most of our pool models now
use a new filtration media called OC-1 which reduces the amount of backwashing required by around 75%,
thus saving on waste water.

Customising your pool
As well as providing your swimming pool, Bakewell Pools can advise and supply on other equipment such
as heating, disinfection, de-humidification and covers etc.

Insulation
For indoor pools, insulation is now a compulsory Building Regulation requirement. Our pools can be spray
insulated at the factory during manufacture to help comply with Part L of the current Building Regulations.

Heating
For outdoor pools an air source heat pump is a popular and economic method of heating a pool. Indoor
pools are generally used all year round therefore oil/gas boilers are a good heating method.

Dehumidification and ventilation
Every indoor swimming pool will require some form of dehumidification and ventilation to control the
condensation and evaporation from the warm pool water. This equipment can be quite costly so ensure you
incorporate this during your early planning and budgeting process.

Disinfection
Why not save yourself time and reduce the manual handling of chemicals and invest in an automatic
chlorine feeder. UV systems are particularly popular as they dramatically reduce the amount of chemical
disinfection required.

SwimJet
The resistance of the water flowing towards you allows you to swim continuously without being limited to
the length of the pool. A SwimJet can be fitted into any of our one-piece models; they don’t need to be just
for exercise, they can be for fun as well!

Pool covers
An uncovered swimming pool will lose about 65% or more of its heat by evaporation.
If safety is a consideration, automatic and manual safety covers are available which lock down the cover for
peace of mind.
We have a range of pools that incorporate a cover chamber which hides away an automatic slatted cover
when not in use.
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Installation
Our pools are delivered on a low loader transporter and the driver can
detach the trailer from the front cab to carry the pool a short distance
to enable better access to the site.
During manufacture, steel reinforcing bars and perimeter buttressing
are encased within the shell to ensure maximum strength. If the ground
is not quite ready for the pool on delivery, then it can be set down in an
appropriate holding place and lowered in at a later stage using your
digging equipment. Steel lifting strops are fibre glassed into both sides
of the pool to enable it to be carried and lowered into the ground.
Full installation instructions will be provided as well as telephone
technical support if needed.
You may be looking to install the pool yourself, or to employ a builder
or garden landscaper. Installing a fibreglass pool is straightforward and
follows these basic steps:

The dig
We’ll provide you with the dig measurements specific to the pool size
you have chosen

Ground preparation
Lay a pea shingle base and level

Pool
Lower the pool into the hole and check levels

Pipework
Connect pipes to the factory fitted inlets/outlets and run back to the
plant room

The fill
Backfill the surrounding trench with pea shingle whilst filling the pool
with water

Finish
Lay a concrete ring beam around the top as a base for your coping/
flooring

Plantroom
Pipe up your filtration equipment

Reach for your costume!
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MdP Unique range
MdP Unique offers beautiful elegance.
Designed to offer maximum functionality, the Unique
incorporates corner steps for easy access without
impacting on the swimming area.
Safety step
Large non-slip first step to facilitate entry in to the pool
Relaxation bench
Bench for at least three people
Flat bottom at 1.50m
Opportunity of walking around the whole pool
Prices start from £12,358
For current prices please refer to our website

Model

Base

Length

Width

Depth

Unique 10

Level Base

10.00m

4.00m

1.50m

Unique 9

Level Base

9.00m

4.00m

1.50m

Unique 8

Level Base

8.00m

3.80m

1.50m

Unique 7

Level Base

7.10m

3.60m

1.50m

Unique 6

Level Base

6.10m

3.30m

1.50m

Unique 5

Level Base

5.10m

3.10m

1.50m

Unique 4

Level Base

4.50m

3.80m

1.50m
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MdP Kubyka range
MdP Kubyka is a modern design, featuring clean lines
and sophisticated style.
Designed with maximum practicability in mind,
featuring the sunbed as a relaxation area with the body
semi-submerged.
Safety step
A non-slip, first step to facilitate entry to the pool which
can be used as a headrest for the sunbed
Relaxation step and bench
Incorporating a relaxation sunbed as well as a
bench still leaving the length of the pool free for
continuous swimming
Flat bottom at 1.50m
Possibility of walking around the whole pool
Prices start from £14,311
For current prices please refer to our website
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Model

Base

Length

Width

Depth

Kubyka 83

Level Base

8.30m

3.90m

1.50m

Kubyka 73

Level Base

7.30m

3.70m

1.50m

Kubyka 63

Level Base

6.30m

3.50m

1.50m

MdP Relax range
A rectangle level or sloping based pool with internal
bench steps creating a great social area.
Social area
Large internal bench steps for the whole family to relax
Harmonious steps
Practical, non-slip, designer steps
Choice of depth
Level or sloping base models
Prices start from £14,163
For current prices please refer to our website

Model

Base

Length

Width

Depth

Relax 950

Level Base

9.00m

4.00m

1.60m

Relax 800

Level Base

8.00m

3.50m

1.50m

Relax 700

Level Base

6.90m

3.30m

1.50m

Relax 1111

Sloping Base

10.05m

4.10m

1.05/1.90m

Relax 910

Sloping Base

9.00m

4.10m

1.10/1.85m

Relax 750

Sloping Base

7.50m

3.50m

1.05/1.70m

975/775

MdP Deep range

875/755

The rectangular design and wide access steps of the
MdP Deep pools offer the maximum swimming area.
Wide steps
The non-slip steps along the whole width allow safe, easy
access to the pool
Sloping base
With an inclined base, it offers swimmers the choice
of depth
Prices start from £13,001
For current prices please refer to our website

Model

Base

Length

Width

Depth

Deep 975

Sloping Base

9.00m

4.00m

1.02/1.82m

Deep 775

Sloping Base

7.30m

3.50m

1.07/1.68m

Deep 875

Sloping Base

8.50m

3.80m

1.08/1.80m

Deep 755

Sloping Base

7.30m

3.50m

1.07/1.68m
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MdP Wide range
MdP Wide offers a classic design thanks to its vertical
walls and smaller angles.
The full width bench steps provide a perfect place
to relax.
Wide steps
The non-slip steps across the complete width of the pool
allow safe and easy access to the pool
Bench
A second step of 60cm is ideal to use as a
relaxation bench
Flat bottom at 1.50m
Opportunity of walking around the whole pool
Prices start from £13,510
For current prices please refer to our website
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Model

Base

Length

Width

Depth

Wide 85

Level Base

8.50m

4.10m

1.50m

Wide 75

Level Base

7.50m

3.90m

1.50m

Wide 65

Level Base

6.50m

3.70m

1.50m

MdP Cover range
A choice of level and sloping base pools incorporating
an integral cover chamber for an automatic slatted cover.
Perfect aesthetics
Designed to integrate a cover hidden within the
pool’s structure
Convenience
Optional remote control for cover removal
Choice of shape
Integrated chamber is offered on several model shapes
Prices start from £15,996
For current prices please refer to our website

Model

Base

Length

Width

Depth

Cover Unique 9

Level Base

10.00m

4.00m

1.50m

Cover Unique 8

Level Base

9.00m

3.80m

1.50m

Cover Unique 7

Level Base

8.10m

3.60m

1.50m

Cover Relax 950

Level Base

9.90m

4.00m

1.60m

Cover Relax 800

Level Base

8.75m

3.50m

1.50m

Cover Relax 700

Level Base

7.65m

3.30m

1.50m

Cover Wide 85

Level Base

9.50m

4.10m

1.50m

Cover Wide 75

Level Base

8.50m

3.90m

1.50m

Cover Kubyka 83

Level Base

9.40m

3.90m

1.50m

Cover Kubyka 73

Level Base

8.40m

3.70m

1.50m

Cover Kubyka 63

Level Base

7.30m

3.50m

1.50m

Cover Deep 975

Sloping Base

10.00m

4.00m

1.02/1.82m

Cover Relax 750

Sloping Base

8.25m

3.50m

1.05/1.70m

Cover Wide

Cover Relax

Cover Unique

Cover Kubyka

Sizes include the integral chamber. The chamber measures approximately 1 metre so the swimming area is
reduced by this amount.
The chamber is a wet pit and is designed to house an automatic floating slatted cover. The cover and
chamber lid are not included within the pool price and can be quoted for separately. Prices start from
around £13,000. Options for coloured slats and remote-control fobs are available.
Safety covers are not suitable for these models as they require a dry chamber. The safety cover can be used
with all our other models and can be housed in either a dry pit or top mounted at the end of the pool.
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MdP Lane range
MdP Lane is the first one piece lap pool on the market. Its simple,
minimalist, elegant design is perfect for continuous swimming
whilst at the same time providing a comfortable relaxation area.
Length
The considerable length of the pool is perfect for lap swimming
Relaxation bench
The design of the bench together with the steps allows you to
relax leaving the length of the pool free for continuous swimming
Safety step
Larger, non-slip, first step to facilitate entry to the pool
Flat bottom at 1.50m
Possibility of walking around the whole pool
Prices start from £17,299
For current prices please refer to our website

Model

Base

Length

Width

Depth

Lane 14

Level Base

13.70m

2.10m

1.50m

Lane 12

Level Base

11.70m

2.10m

1.50m

Lane 10

Level Base

9.70m

2.10m

1.50m

MdP Smart range
MdP Smart are practical models designed for the smaller space.
Their rectangular shape provides maximum use of the swimming
area and the multiple step combinations allow the pools to be
adapted to the space available.
Budget
A range of pools to suit the smaller space and budget
Steps
Multiple options for non-slips steps
Flat bottom or sloping
The range offers a choice of a level floor or inclined base
Prices start from £10,879
For current prices please refer to our website

Model

Base

Length

Width

Depth

Smart Covi 1

Level Base

6.00m

2.60m

1.45m

Smart 525

Level Base

5.05m

2.60m

1.43m

Smart Joker 1

Level Base

5.00m

3.45m

1.45m

Smart Lane

Level Base

4.75m

2.10m

1.50m

Smart Covi 1
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Smart 525

Smart Joker 1

Smart Lane

Included in the price
Our pools come complete with all the connections pre-fitted and an underwater LED light is supplied. We
include a filtration kit which consists of a filter and filter media, circulating pump and cleaning kit. The prices
include delivery into Dover docks and VAT.

Next stage
Contact us for a quotation on your preferred model. We will include a selection of options specific to that
model and calculate the delivery cost to your door.

Colour range for fibreglass pools

Blue

White

Beige

Bakewell Pools Ltd
38 Bagley Wood Road
Kennington, Oxford
Oxfordshire OX1 5LY

Grey

Green

tel
01865 735205
email info@bakewellpools.co.uk
web
www.bakewellpools.co.uk
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Available from Bakewell Pools
A new collection of ceramic pools offered in a range of elegant colours inspired by precious stones,
full of nuances to capture your attention. The perfect combination between luxury and practicality.

Adularia

Diamond

Topaz

Onyx

Turmaline

Lapis-lazuli

Gold

Agata

Emerald

bakewellpools.co.uk

